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when it was promulgated for the second time, in November
1078, " no cleric was to accept investiture of bishopric,
abbey, or church from the hand of Emperor, king, or any lay
person, male or female " ; such investiture was declared null
and void, and the penalty was excommunication of the
recipient. The wording is quite clear. Only investiture with
the spiritual office was condemned ; nothing was said about
the temporalities, territorial and jurisdictional, which the
king conferred upon the bishop. It is a mistake to conclude,
as, for instance, liryce docs in his Holy Roman Empire, that
** Gregory declared that it was sin for the ecclesiastic to
receive his beneiice under conditions from a layman, and so,
condemned the whole system of feudal investitures of land
to the elergy." All the same, the decree was of outstanding
importance. If obeyed, it left the Pope supreme in the
eedcsiustieal sphere, and it made disobedience to him more
dillieult to maintain. At the same time, it represented a
breach with the traditional practice which the lay rulers
would naturally resist. Gregory, though claiming that he
was doing nothing new but only returning to the better ways
of the Early Church, knew that the matter needed most
delicate handling. He even avoided publishing the decree
while he negotiated with Henry IV for its acceptance. In
France, his locates had no hesitation in publishing it openly
at the synods they summoned. England it never reached,
but there the chief reason for its enforcement was absent.
In the first two years of CVL'..r_-\ papacy, the establish-
" lUcUtus mcnt Of papal authority over all ecclesiastical officials and
the consequent removal of lay control over things purely
ecclesiastical were the means employed to the end of Church
reform. But these moans were already primary objectives
in themselves* The magnitude of his responsibility as the
successor, and therefore the representative, of St Peter
weighed heavily upon Gregory, and he felt it his manifest
duty to uphold the greatness of his office. He had been
obsessed with this even before he became Pope, and we know
that he had urged Peter Barman to compile a collection of
all the canons bearing on papal authority. Though Damian
refused, Gregory found someone willing to do this, since in
1075 about the same time as the Lenten synod appeared the
famous Dictate Papae containing a series of dicta, twenty-

